We experimentally demonstrate a high-efficiency Bell state measurement for time-bin qubits that employs two superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors with short dead-times, allowing projections onto two Bell states, |ψ − and |ψ + . Compared to previous implementations for time-bin qubits, this yields an increase in the efficiency of Bell state analysis by a factor of thirty. 
Introduction
Bell state measurements (BSMs) play a key role in linear optics quantum computation and many quantum communication protocols, e.g. quantum repeaters [1] , quantum teleportation [2] , dense coding [3] and some quantum key distribution protocols [4] . A complete BSM allows projecting any two-photon state deterministically and unambiguously onto the set of four maximally-entangled Bell states, i.e.
Unfortunately, it has been shown that a complete BSM is impossible when using linear optics and no auxiliary photons: the probability for a BSM to succeed (henceforward referred to as efficiency, η BSM ) in the case of two photons in completely mixed input states (e.g. two photons that are members of different entangled pairs) is, in principle, limited to 50% [5] . The standard approach to Bell state analysis uses a 50/50 beam splitter followed by single-photon detectors that allow (possibly using additional external optical elements) discriminating between orthogonal qubit states |0 and |1 (see Fig. 1 ). This approach allows one to unambiguously project onto |ψ − and |ψ + . For instance, when implementing a BSM for polarization qubits, a projection onto |ψ − occurs if the two photons exit the beam splitter through two different ports and are detected in orthogonal polarizations, leading to detections in detectors 1 and 4, or detectors 2 and 3 (for an illustration see Fig. 1(a) ). Furthermore, projections onto |ψ + happen if the two photons exit the beam splitter through the same port and, as before, are detected in orthogonal polarization states. This leads to detections in detectors 1 and 2, or detectors 3 and 4 (see Fig. 1(a) ). Other coincidence detections correspond to projections onto product states |H |H ≡ |0 |0 and |V |V ≡ |1 |1 . Hence, this scheme allows achieving the maximum efficiency value of 50% if one considers single photon detectors with unity detection efficiency. Assuming realistic detectors with efficiency η det , the BSM efficiency is reduced to
BS
In addition to polarization, another widely used degree of freedom to encode qubits is time.
In this case photons are generated in a superposition of two temporal modes |early ≡ |0 and |late ≡ |1 -so-called time-bin qubits. Time-bin qubits are particularly well suited for transmission over optical fiber (and thus generally encoded into photons at telecommunication wavelength), and have been used for a large number of experiments [6] [7] [8] , including experiments that require projections onto Bell states [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . BSMs with time-bin qubits generalize the scheme introduced above for polarization qubits but require only a single beam splitter as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . The temporal detection pattern of photons after passing the beam-splitter (see Fig. 2 (a)) corresponds to different bell-state projections. A projection onto the singlet |ψ − state occurs if one of the two detectors registers a photon in the early time bin and the second detector registers a photon in the late time bin (see Fig. 2(b) ). On the other hand, a projection onto |ψ + happens if a detector registers one photon in the early time bin, and the same detector detects the second photon in the late bin (see Fig. 2(c) ). However, a problem arises if the detection of a photon is followed by dead-time during which the detector cannot detect a subsequent photon. For example, for commercial InGaAs-based single photon detectors (SPDs), which are widely used for quantum communication applications including BSM with time-bin qubits, this dead-time is typically around 10 µs (to the best of our knowledge, the exceptions are [13] , where frequency conversion and Si-APDs were employed, and [14, 15] , where InGaAs-based SPDs with dead-times of 2 ns and 10 ns and quantum detection efficiencies of ≈10% have been reported. However, none of the last-mentioned detectors have been used for BSMs with time-bin qubits.). This dead-time is necessary to suppress afterpulsing due to trapped carriers that are released after a detection and cause subsequent detection signals [16] . The dead-time of the detectors previously employed for the BSM have always been orders of magnitude longer than the maximally achievable time difference between early and late temporal modes, which is limited by either the ability to phase-stabilize the required widely unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometers (the path-length difference being proportional to the time-bin separation) or by the required frequency stability of the source lasers used for generating the time-bin qubits. Thus, commercial InGaAs SPDs have usually restricted BSMs with time-bin qubits to projections onto |ψ − , reducing the maximum efficiency of the BSM from 50% to 25%. The only exception is [17] , where the unambiguous projections onto three Bell states with theoretically maximum probability of 5/16≈31% was proposed and a proof-of-principle demonstration reported. Taking a typical detection efficiency for InGaAs SPDs of 15% into account, the highest efficiency of a BSM for time-bin qubits is currently thus only around 1%. This includes the demonstrations reported in [13] [14] [15] and [17] . In this paper we present an efficient BSM for time-bin qubits encoded into telecommunication photons with projections onto the |ψ − as well as the |ψ + Bell state. Towards this end, we employ two superconducting nanowire single photons detectors (SNSPDs), which, in addition to short dead-times, feature low dark count rates and system detection efficiencies of 76%. This leads to an increase of η BSM by a factor of thirty compared to previous implementations, which is an important improvement in view of future applications of quantum information processing involving many BSMs, e.g. quantum repeaters.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe the singlephoton detectors employed to perform the measurements, and in section 3 we present the details of the experimental setup. The results of our measurements are presented and discussed in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we present our conclusions and outlook.
Superconducting single photon detectors with short dead-times
Recent years have seen great progress in the development of single-photon detectors for telecommunication wavelengths. Arguably, the best detectors today are based on the transition of a superconducting nanowire into the resistive state [18] , and many benchmark results have been reported with these SNSPDs. This includes dead-times as small as 10 ns [19, 20] , and quantum efficiencies up to 93% at 1550 nm [21] . Furthermore, unlike InGaAs SPDs, which require gating, SNSPDs are inherently free running, show no afterpulsing, and feature very low dark count rates on the Hz level [21] .
We employ SNSPDs that have been developed and fabricated at the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The detectors are based on one, or two mutually orthogonal, tungsten silicide (WSi) nanowire meanders (we refer to the two different detectors as detector 1 and 2, respectively -see Fig 3(a) for a sketch of detector 2. The detector with two meanders features a detection efficiency that is highly insensitive to photon polarization [22] , whereas the single meander version experiences up to 10% variation in efficiency at different polarizations. The two SNSPDs are mounted on an adiabatic diamagnetic refrigeration (ADR) stage inside a pulse-tube cooler, and are operated at a temperature around 800 mK. The setup for characterizing and operating the detectors is sketched in Fig. 3(a) . The SNSPDs are represented by a kinetic inductance L k and load resistance R l = 50 Ω + R s , where the first term on the right-hand-side is the impedance of the output coaxial cable and R s is an additional and optional series resistor. A sample of the detection signal is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The detector quantum efficiencies were measured at 1550 nm wavelength to be 77.5 ± 0.7% and 76.2 ± 0.9% for detectors 1 and 2, respectively. To assess the detector dead-times, we illuminate the SNSPDs with weak continuous wave (cw) light and log the time ∆t between subsequent detections, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . Histograms of these inter-arrival detection times reveal the minimum time separation τ between detection events -during this time, the SNSPDs cannot detect another photon either because of the intrinsic time it takes the current to reflow or because of a pulse pile-up in which the signal does not cross the discriminator level between two consecutive incident photons and thus only the first detection event is registered. The measurements, with a 50 Ω coaxial cable attached to the detectors, shown in Fig. 4 by the solid lines, gives a dead-time τ on the order of 30 ns for detector 1 and 100 ns for detector 2. This dissimilarity of dead-time is due to the difference in kinetic inductance of the detectors [19] . Hence, to allow projections onto the |ψ + state using detector 2, the time-bin separation would have to be on the order of 100 ns. As argued above, it is desirable to reduce the SNSPD dead-time. Previous studies have shown τ ∝ L k /R l , and as the kinetic inductance is related to the inherent geometry and material properties of the SNSPD (which cannot be easily modified), we focus on increasing R l as a means of reducing τ [23] . To that end we put a R s = 300 Ω resistor in series with SNSPD detector 2. The resistors are regular ceramic surface-mount resistors and are connected to the SNSPDs after a 10 cm long coaxial cable. The resulting inter-arrival time statistics is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 4 . We see that the new dead-time of detector 2, τ , is significantly reduced to around 40 ns. The discrepancy between the 7 fold increase in R l and the resulting 2.5 fold decrease in the dead-time is most likely due to uncertainty of the exact value of R s at low temperatures and limitations on our ability to discriminate subsequent detections due to pulse pile-up. One might conclude that an additional increase of the load resistance would further reduce the dead-time. However, we anticipate that with larger values of R l the detector would begin to latch (i.e. not return to the superconducting state after the detection of a photon).
Experimental setup
Our experimental setup is similar to that described in [12] . As depicted in Fig. 5 , a stabilized cw laser emits polarized light at 1550 nm. The light is split by a polarization maintaining fineroptic beam splitter, and travels to two different stations, which we will refer to as Alice (A) and Bob (B). At each station, light is sent through intensity modulators that carve 0.5 ns long pulses, which, after appropriate attenuation, form time-bin qubit states encoded into laser pulses with mean photon number well below one. For instance, |0 corresponds to an attenuated laser pulse in an early temporal mode, |1 corresponds to a laser pulse in a late temporal mode, and |+ ≡ (|0 +|1 )/ √ 2 is generated by opening the intensity modulator twice in a row, generating photons in a coherent superposition of early and late temporal modes. The subsequent phase modulator allows applying a π phase shift to the late temporal mode, which results in generating |− ≡ (|0 − |1 )/ √ 2. Qubits are created at a repetition rate of 5 MHz, and the two temporal modes are separated by 75 ns. Finally, each qubit (one generated at Alice's and one at Bob's) is sent through a polarization controller and 20 km of spooled fiber, which introduce random global phase shifts, and arrive at the Bell state analyzer where the BSM is performed using a beam splitter and two SNSPDs. Detection statistics is collected using a time-to-digital converter for various combinations of mean photon numbers per qubit generated at Alice's and Bob's, and is recorded on a PC.
It is important to recall that, for a BSM, the two photons impinging on the beam splitter must be indistinguishable in all degrees of freedom: polarization, arrival time, and frequency. Frequency indistinguishability is particularly important when working with |± time-bin qubit states, as a frequency difference ∆ν translates into a difference ∆φ between the phases characterizing the superposition of the two time-bin qubit states according to ∆φ = 2π∆νt 0 , where t 0 denotes the temporal separation between |0 and |1 . While a constant phase difference (due to a constant frequency difference) can be compensated for during qubit preparation, having time varying phase differences becomes problematic once the variation of the phase difference exceeds a few degrees. Consequently, the time-bin separation is not only constrained by the dead-time of the detectors, but also by the frequency stability of the light sources (assuming independent sources). For example, for our time-bin separation of t 0 =75 ns, the two lasers must be frequency stable at least within ∼185 kHz over the duration of a measurement to keep the phase error under 5 o . Unfortunately, lasers with such frequency stability are currently not commercially available. To circumvent this problem, we used only one laser in our experiment, which allowed Alice and Bob to generate time-bin qubits with stable phase relation. Finally, to ensure indistinguishability in polarization and arrival time, we implemented feedback control as described in [12] . LD, laser diode; PMBS, polarization maintaining beam splitter; IM, intensity modulator; PM, phase modulator; PBS, polarization beam splitter; POC, polarization controller; PD, photodiode; BS, beam splitter; AWG, arbitrary waveform generator; ATT, variable optical attenuator; SNSPD, superconducting nanowire single-photon detector. The lasers LD C and LD P are used for timing and polarization feedback control, respectively, which is further explained in [12] .
Results
To characterize the reliability and efficiency of our Bell state analyzer, we work within the framework of the measurement-device-independent quantum key distribution (MDI-QKD) protocol [4] . In MDI-QKD two parties, Alice and Bob, prepare qubits that are sent over channels to be projected onto entangled states via a BSM, thus establishing an entangled channel that allows for the generation of a correlated key. Conversely, the possibility to generate highly correlated bits using an MDI-QKD type setup allows one to draw conclusions about the quality of the BSM. To demonstrate efficient Bell state measurements with time-bin qubits, Alice and Bob prepare various combinations of qubit states, encoded into attenuated laser pulses with one out of three possible mean photon numbers (0.11, 0.05 and 0) and with both qubits belonging to the same basis i.e. |ψ A , |ψ B ∈ {|0 , |1 } or |ψ A , |ψ B ∈ {|+ , |− } , and send them to the Bell state analyzer. We define the z-basis to be spanned by |0 and |1 , and the x-basis to be spanned by |+ and |− . For each combination of states and mean photon numbers, we record the number of projections onto |ψ + and |ψ − .
Error rates
An important criterion for assessing the possibility for BSMs with time-bin qubits are error rates, which, for each basis and Bell state, are given by the number of erroneous projections (e.g. projections onto |ψ − if the two input states were identical) divided by the total number of projections onto that Bell state. Towards this end, qubits should be encoded into true single photons. As we use attenuated laser pulses instead, which feature Poissonian-distributed photon numbers, we use a decoy state protocol [24] to assess upper bounds e 11 for the error rates that we would have measured had we used true single photon inputs. (Here the subscripts 1 refer to the single photon components of the Poissonian photon number distributions) These bounds are calculated from the Bell-state projections measurements using the three above mentioned mean photon numbers and the resulting error rates. The upper bound on the inferred single photon error rates are listed in table 1 below. Table 1 . Bounded error rates e z 11 and e x 11 for two single photon inputs (one at Alice's and one at Bob's) with both photons prepared in the z and x basis, respectively. The rates are extracted from the measured data using a decoy state method [24] .
Error rates Projections onto |ψ −
Projections onto |ψ + (%) (%) e z 11 0.44±0.07 0.80±0.07 e x 11 3.6±0. 8 6.7±0.8
The results are close to ideal, in particular regarding the error rate for the z-basis, which exceeds the ideal outcome of 0% by only 0.44% and 0.80% for projections onto |ψ − and |ψ + , respectively. This is a very good result, especially given that Alice and Bob are separated by 40 km of spooled fiber. The remaining errors are due to (almost negligible) background light leaking through Alice's and Bob's intensity modulators (featuring 50 dB extinction ratio) and detector dark counts (around 10 Hz, including detector counts due to blackbody radiation). For the x-basis, the error rates exceed the ideal outcome of 0% by 3.6% and 6.7% for the |ψ − and |ψ + projections, respectively. We attribute the increment in the error rates compared to those of the z-basis to phase errors occurring during the preparation of the |− -state. In addition the gap between the bound on e 11 and its actual value is larger. This poorer performance of the decoy state analysis is due to errors in the raw data arising from multi-photon contributions (e.g. two photons arriving from Alice and one photon from Bob) [12] , which partially propagate into the calculated bound for e x 11 .
Efficiency
While error rates allow assessing if the BSM is functioning correctly, an equally important measure is the efficiency of the Bell state analyzer. As in the previous section, we use the decoy state protocol [24] to find a lower bound on the number of projections onto |ψ + and |ψ − that originate from the emission of single photons at Alice's and Bob's. The number of such projections per clock cycle, Q
x,z 11 (where x, z denotes the basis in which the qubits have been prepared), then allows us to calculate the BSM efficiency for each basis and Bell state using
Here, P 1 (µ) refers to the probability of emission of a single photon per (Poissonian distributed) source, t denotes to the transmission between Alice or Bob and the Bell state analyzer, and η
x,z BSM is the basis-dependent efficiency of the BSM. The results for η BSM are listed in table 2. We note, first, that the values for the total efficiencies per basis differ by only 1.7%, confirming that we can perform all projections with almost equal probability. In particular, this shows that the detectors have indeed fully recovered after 75 ns. Second, we find that the efficiency averaged over the x, y and z bases (where we made the physically motivated assumption that the efficiency in the y-basis, which we did not measure, equals the one measured in the x-basis), η BSM , corresponds to that estimated using Eq.1 and taking into account the measured detector quantum efficiencies: Furthermore, we point out that the efficiency is a factor of ≈ 30 higher than what has previously been obtained with time-bin qubits. Finally, we note that our average BSM efficiency is only 2.3% below the theoretical maximum of 5/16≈31% (assuming detectors with 100% efficiency) achievable with previously implemented schemes [17] .
Conclusions and Outlook
We have described and demonstrated how to perform efficient Bell state analysis with timebin qubits using linear optics and no additional photons. By employing SNSPDs with short dead-times, it is possible to project not only onto the |ψ − , but also onto the |ψ + Bell state.
Together with the high quantum efficiency of the SNSPDs, this improved the efficiency of Bell state measurements with time-bin qubits from ≈1% to ≈29%, which falls only a few percent short of the previous theoretical maximum of 31%. With further improvements to reduce photon loss in the transmission line, the Bell state measurement efficiency would only be limited by the intrinsic efficiency of the SNSPDs, which has been reported to exceed 90% [21] . Hence, the BSM efficiency can exceed 40%, which is close to the maximum of 50% Bell state measurements are key ingredients for applications of quantum information processing, including linear optics quantum computing, quantum repeaters, and measurement-deviceindependent quantum key distribution, and our results are interesting in view of improving (or allowing) implementations. However, to take full advantage of the increased efficiency, detector dead-times need to be decreased, for instance using detector arrays [25] , to allow reducing the spacing between temporal modes used to encode time-bin qubits. Shorter time-bin separations would furthermore reduce the requirement on laser stability and enable two independent sources at Alice and Bob employing commercially available lasers.
